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I.  New  method  of adjustment of  salarie~ 
On  29  June  1976  the Council  adopted,  after an initial three-year 
~~perimental period,  a  new  method  for adjusting the salaries of  official~ 
and  other servants of the  European Communities. 
The  basic difference between this method  and  the one  previously arlopted 
is the use  of a  single reference indicator, viz.  the specific indicator 
measuring the  purchasing power  of national civil servants in the nine 
Member  States.  Other data and  a  number  of macro-economic  indicators 
are also taken into account in order to enable the Statistical Office 
of the European  Communi ties and  the  Commission  to estimate how  adequatel~r 
the specific indicator represents the trend of the  nation~l civil  servantP~ 
purchasing power  and  to make  any necessar,r adjustments. 
II.  Coat  of living 
The  Statistical Office'$ report  (part A below)  shows  the changes  in the 
cost or li  vin.g index in the period  1 July 1975  - 1 July  1976  for the 
various places of employment. - 2-
Th.e  figures for the different countries for  1 July 1976  (on a  base of 
100  at 1 July  1975)  are given in Column  ·1  of the following table: 
Change  in the  Increase granted  'Remairder to be 
·cost of living  ·by the  Council  in_granted for the 
·~  indices between : respec·t  of the  : peri.od  1.1.  '76-
~·  1.1.  75  a.nd  period  1.  7 •  75- ..  · )0.6 ;76 
: 1.7.76.  . 31.12.75 
(t)'  {2)  (3) 
.. ---·--------::;:=:_  ____  --+------+------· 
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Index valid for the  second quarter of 1976. 










On  3  March  1976  the  Council approved a  first cost of living award, 
for  the  second half of 1975,  with effect from  1 January  1976  (see  Column  2). 
An  award  of 4.8%  effective from  1  April  1976  for offioiale assigned to Italy 
was  proposed to  the  Oounoil  on  16  November  1976.  The  Council is· required 
to decide on this matter within two  months. 
The  oost of living compensation in question is thus limited to the first 
six months  of  1976  with the  exception of Italy.  The  rate for each country 
is shown  at Column  3 of the table above. 
III. Changz  in \he purchasing power  of salaries during the period 
1 July 1975  - 1 July 1976 
(a)  .§.p~o!f!o_i!P!_c_!t.2.r 
Using information supplied by the Member  States the Statistical Office of 
the European Communities  has worked  out the changes in national civil 
servants'  remuneration. 
"' 
... _  ,,  . - 3-
The  data showing  these changes is set out in part B in the annexed 
document. 
It shows  by oategary for the period under consideration the following 
annual developments 
m  GROSS 
Category A  - 2,4  - 1,9 
Category  B  - 0,7  - 0,2 
Category  C  + 0,9  + 1,3 
Category D  + 2,8  + 3,1 
Total officials  + 0,2  + 0,7 
(b)  Total  emoluments  and  other economic  indicators 
Part C of the document  shows  for the period under consideration and  for 
several preceding periods the main  developments in wages  and  salaries 
in the  Community.  It compares  the development in real terms of the 
gross domestic product per employed  person (+ 5,3) with the development 
in real terms of total gross remuneration per employee  (+ 2,6)  and  the 
development in real terms of gross  emoluments  per employee  both in public 
administration (general government)  (+  1 ,5)  and  in central government 
(+  2,7). 
The  change  from  an indicator showing total emoluments  in public 
administration (general government)  to one  showing total emoluments  in 
central government  was  expressly requested by the Council  as part of the 
new  method. 
IV.  Changes  in wages  and  salaries during the period 1.7.1914-1.7.1975 
When  the last salary review was  made  the Commdssion,  in agreement with 
the  trade unions  and professional organizations,  temporarily abandoned 
a:ny  idea of improving purchasing power. -4-. 
The  linear reduction of 0,55%  in cost of living compensation brought 
into operation on 6 November  1975  to take  account  of the drop that 
was  expected by  the  national delegations in the purchasing power  of 
their own  oi  vil servants'  salaries did not  turn out to be  juatifi.ed 
by the factso  The  Commission  ooulP.  thus ask,  referring to the preceding 
period,  that  i.n addition to the rate worked  out to give the appropriate 
improvement  in purchasing power  (o,1%)  this increased oost of living 
compensation of 0 755%  should also be  granted.  It has, however,  decided 
not to propose  a  0,65%  rate but to stiok to the 1976/75  statistical data 
in the hope  that matters oan be  settled within the time  limits desired. 
V.  Pro.P.~.f!ed rate of  increa~ 
On  the basis of the figures given at III above  and fully formu.la:tf:,d  in 
parts B and  C of the Statistical Office's repor·t  the  Commission proposes 
a  total increase in salaries of 4,3%,  4,1%  being for increases in the 
cost of living during the first six months  of  1976  and o,2%  for improvement 
of purchasing power. 
In view  of the modest  rate for improvement  of purchasing power  {0,2%)  it 
is proposed that as allowed under the  method  adopted on 29  Sune  1976  part 
of the non-linearity should,  exceptionally,  also be  applied to the 
increased cost of living compensation.  This method  of allocation will 
certainly not in any w~  be  a  precedents  on  the occasion of each annual 
review the  Commission will,  taking account of the  economic  and  social 
situation and  of its internal requirements,  decide what allocation it 
considers the  most  appropriate. 
The  allocation being proposed is a  linear increase of 0,3%  and  a  fla·t 
rate  sum  of Bfre  2  212  for all. 
This gives the following net nominal  and real increases for the following 







Nominal  Increased cost  Difference between 
increase  of living  Columns  1  and  2 
(104,1  X  100,55)  (real increase) 
(1)  (2) 
:.·· .  ...  (3) 
.II  .... ,.  ....  ~  •  t  ~·  'II  •  ...  •  """  ......... ' ..  .;J .....  .  '  ..  J'-' ........  '  .....  .., 
'.  f  ....  lf!Jna  ...........  """T'M"O,..&,.  ....  ,  dl"a~~.%r$f) 
+ 1,9  + 4.7  '. ~ 2p8 
+·2,8  + 4,7  - 1,9 
+ 4,2  + 4t7  ._  Or5 
+ 6,5  + 4,7  +  1~8 
+ 6,4  + 4,7  +  1~7 
+ 9,3  + 4,7  + 4,6 
It is proposed to incorporate the net increases resulting from  the percentage 
increase and  allocation formula set out in V above  into the  salar,y scales ajn 
to make  the necessary adjustments to the weightings for the other places of 
employment., 
The  wei~1tings currently applicable to aalariea and  pensions become: 
Belgium 
Denmark 












(157 ,8  X  _!.O~J !J 
l04f1 
(198,4  X  l01J..2) 
10491 
(130,9  X  lQl~) 
104,1 
(186 18  X  j05t_2) 
104,1 
(183,8  X  Jl!1Q) 
104~1 
(185,2* X  ).q?J2) 
104,1 
(157,8  X  lO~a!) 
104,1 
*weighting proposed to the Council to be effective from  1 April 1976. Netherlands  148,~  (146,7  X  }_q2t1) 
104,1 
Urd  ted Kingdom 
(202,6  X  lQf._,],)  199,1 
Japan 
104, l 
229,4  (224;  ~,  X  W...sJ.) 
Switzerland 
104,1 
129,8  (133,4  X  l9lw.1) 
us,a.  104tl 
203,5  (207,6  X  ,102..._Q) 
104,1 
'VII.  ~etaria.l allowance 
It should be  emphasized that under the relevant staff regulation 
provisions continUation of the secretarial allowance is decided on for 
fixed periods.  The  latest period 8xpirea on  31  December  1976. 
The  Commdssion  propos•• that the Coanoil decide on a  further ~ear 
extension. STATISTICAL  O~CE 
OF  THE  EUROPEAll  COMMUNITIES 
Directorate for Demographic 




Luxembourg,  16  November  1976 
of the Statistical Office of the European Communities 
on  the establishment of the Joint Index for  1976 
(Artiole 65  of the Staff Regulations) - 2-
Introduction 
1.  In accordance with Article 65  of the  Staff Regulations  of 
Officials of the  European  Communities  and  the  Council  Decision 
concerning the methods  for adjusting the remuneration of officials 
and  other servants of the  European Communities  (1),  the Statistical 
Office has  established the joint index for the period from 
1  July 1975  ·to  1  July 1976. 
This  report provides a  detailed account of the work  carried out 
by  the  Statistical Office to establish the  joint ir.dex. 
2.  The  report is in three partes 
- part  A shows  the trend of cost of living indices in the  nine 
Member  States and  some  other places of employment; 
- part  :S  shows  the trend of civil servants'  salaries in the Member 
States between the  end  of June  1975  and  the  end  of June  1976; 
- part C shows  the trend of wages  and  sala~ies in real terms per 
capita in public and  central administrations and a  number  of 
other general  economic  and social factors. 
3·  Whenever  necessary,  the Statistical Office has provided technical 
explanationse  It should also be pointed out,  that the calculations 
it has carried out to establish the  joint index are .bas~d on  information 
provided by the departments responsible in the various  Member  States. 




4•  In the comments  at the end  of the report,  the Statistical 
Office has attempted to comply  insofar as possible with points 2 
and  3 of the Oounoil  Decision which  1~  down  that the Office  should 
provide a  statistical a•sessment and explanations on  certain data. 
* 
*  * -4- t 
t· 
PART  A 
Changes  in the oost ot living indices 
in the EEC  Member  States and  some  other places ot eaplo,.ent -5-
1.  To  calculate changes in the  cost of living over fixed periods 
of time  in the various places of employment  the· Office uses 
wherever possible "international indices" i.e., indices covering 
the  spending of international civil servants. 
2.  There  are international indices for 
Belgium (including Luxem~ou.rg) 






For  Denmark,  Ireland and  the USA  the Office uses the various 
national indices. 
3.  For all places of employment  except  BrQssels the international 
indices have been supplied by the  OECD  and,  for  Sri  tzerland, b7 the 
ILO,  whi  oh  have  prepared them in cooperation w1 th the national 
statistical offices of the countries in question. 
4.  The  index for Brussels has been prepared from a  prioe survey 
made  in Brussels by the Indexing Office of the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs and the  SOEC. 
As  rent makes  up  a  large part of officials' household expenditure 
in Brussels the  Statistical Office has repeated the Brussels surve7 
on rents paid by Community  officials that it has been carrying out 
since  1963  as part of the work of preparing the  joint index.  A 
rent index for Brussels was  thus prepared for the period 1975-76 ---·-------------- -------·--·---- ---- ---·---------- -----. 
-6-
and was  sent to the Index Office of the  Ministry of Economic 
Affairs to be used in calculating the index for Brussels. 
5.·  In Ireland the cost of living index is calculated only every 
three months  ( J arm.ary,  Mq,  August  and  llovember). 
- ~- ~- _4  ______ •  --- -
As  these periods do  not  correspond with the index period laid down 
by the Staff Regulations  {July/July) it has been decided, with the 
Irish authorities'  agreement,  to use the  ~/MQJ period. 
6.  The  following are  the  joint cost of living index figures 
(based on a  figure of 100  at 1  Ju~ 1975)  for 1 Jul7 1976  for the 
various countries and  places of assignment. 
--------... -- ----·- . -7-
List of tables {1) 
Indices broken down  by expenditures 
Table  1  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  FR  GerDJ8llY' 
Table  2  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  Paris 
Table  3  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  Rome 
Table 4  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  Netherlands 
Table 5  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  Brussels 
Table 6  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  United Kingdom 
Table 7  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  Ireland,  Denmark, 
Geneva,  USA. 
(1) It should be  noted that because of rounding off of figures 
multiplication of the part index figures b7  the weighting 
does not alw81's  give the total index figure exaotl7. -9 -· 
Table  1 
FR  GERMANY 
Consumer  price indices by expenditure groups at  1 July 1976 
based  100 at  1  July 1975 
(calculated using the indices prepared by the  SOEC) 
Indices at 
Expenditure groups  Weighting 
1 July 1976 
based  100  at 
1 July 1975 
OVERALL  INDEX  1000  105,1 
I. Food,  drinks,  restaurants  271 ,o  106,1 
II. Housing (basic rent), utilities  191 ,o  106,2 
III. Household  equipment  121 ,o  102,5 
IV.  Domestic  services  18,5  110,2 
v.  Clothing and  footwear  100,0  103,2 
VI.  Personal care  28,0  105,0 
VII.  Medical  care  25,0  105,0 
VIII.  Transport  145,5  106,1 
IX.  Entertainment,  books  etc.  64,5  104,2 












Table  2 
FRANCE 
(Paris) 
Consumer  price indices by expenditure groups at  1  July 1976 
based  100 at  1  July 1975 
{calculated by the French national statistical institute 
(INSEE)  using the  OECD  scheme) 
Indices at 
Expenditure groups  Weighting  1 July 1976 
based  100  at 
1 July 1975 
OVERALL  INDEX  1000  111 '2 
Food,  drinks,  restaurants  296,5  I  109,8 
Housing {basic rent), utilities  194,5  112,4 
Household  equipment  76,5  105,7 
Domestic  servioes  50,0  116,1 
Clothing and  footwear 
I  99,0  110,8 
Personal  care  31,0  110,1 
Medical  care  31,0  13~,2 
Transport  I  110,5  108,6 
Entertainment,  books etc. 
i 
78,0  110,1 
Miscellaneous  33,0  107,0 
i 
·~  _  .... ~---
!  -- 11  -
Table  3 
ITALY 
(Rome) 
Consumer  price indices by expenditure groups at 1 July 1976 
·  based  100 at 1  July  1975 
(calculated using indices prepared by the OEGD) 
Indices at 
1 July  1976 
Expenditure  groups  Weighting  based  100  at 
1  July 1975 
OVERALL  INDEX  1000  118,3 
Io  F'ood,  drinks,  restaurants  302  122,6 
II. Housing  (basic rent), utilities  201  113,7 
III. Household  equ:i.pment  78  109,0 
IV.  Domestic  services  !  32  119,1 
v.  Clothing and  footwear  102  111 '2 
VI.  Personal  care  I  35,5  121 '7 
I 
i 
VII.  Medical  care 
I  22,5  106,2 
VIII.  Transport  124  133,4 
IX.  Entertainment,  books  eto.  I  69,5  109,3 
x.  Miscellaneous  33,5  106,7 - 12-
Table 4 
lml'HERLANDS 
Consumer  price indices by  expemi  ture groups at 1 Ju.q 1976 
based  100  at 1 July 1975 
(calculated using indices prepared by  the OECD) 
Indices at 
·1  July 1976 
Expenditure  groups  Weighting  based  100  at 
1 July 1975 
OVERALL  INDEX  1000  108,7 
I. Food,  drinks,  restaurants  253  108,5 
II. Housing  (basio rent), utilities  180  113,9 
III. Household  equipment  117  105,6 
IV.  Domestic  services  22  114,6 
v.  Clothing and  footwear  98  106,4 
VI.  Personal  care  29  109,7 
VII.  Medical  oare  \  36  102,8 
VIII.  Transport  158  110  ,·1 
IX.  Entertainment, books  etc.  72  102.3 




Consumer  price indices by  expenditure groups at 1 July  1976 
based  100  at 1 July 1975 
(calculated from a  price survey carried out by the  Index 
Offi  oe  of the  Mini  a try for Eoonomi c  Affairs and  Energy  and 
weighted using the results of the  survey on  European civil 
servants'  famdly  budgets) 
! 
Indices at 
Weighting  ' 
1  July  1976 
Expenditure  groupe  ~ 
based  100  at 
1 Jul 7  1975 
with rent  without rent 1fi th rent  without renJ 
,j 
II 
OVERALL  INDEX  1000  1000 





Food  ;  256,2  305,2 
II  111,30  111,30  II  ; 
II 
II 
Housing,  furniture, household 
II 
II 
equipment,  related articles 
II 
11 
and  services  328,0  199,6 
II  108,09  108,57  II 
"  II 
Clothing  98,7  117,6 
II  , 07 '77  107 '76  II 
"  "  Medical  services and  personal 
II 
II  ..  54,9  65,3 
II  111,13  111,14  care 
-.  II 
II 
II 
Transport  144,1  171 '7 





Culture and  entertainment  83,7  99,6  "  112,12  112,11  II 
11 
u 
Miscellaneous  34,4  41 ,o 
u  119,81  119,81  II 
II 
,.  :~ - 14-
Table 6 
UIITED  KIBGOOM 
Consnmer  price indices by expenditure groups at  1 July 1976 
based  100 at 1  July 1975 
(calculated using indices prepared by the OECD) 
Indices at 
1 July 1976 
Expenditure  groups  Weighting  based  100  at 
1 July 1975 
OVERALL  INDEX  1000  114,1  ( 1) 
I •. Food,  drinks,  restaurants  2tt6,5  114,2 
II. Housing  (basic rent), utilities  244,5  113,8 
III. Household  equipment  78,5  111,3 
IV.  Domestic  services  42,0  125,9 
v.  Clothing and  footwear  83,5  11 0·, 2 
VI.  Personal  care  28,0  116,5 
VII.  Medical  care  24,5  114,1  (1) 
VIII.  Transport  144,0  114,3 
IX.  Entertainment,  books  etc.  65,0  117'  1 
x.  Miscellaneous  43,5  117,5 
(1)  The  SOEC  has applied a  correcting factor in this group to compensate 
for the difference in sickness insurance schemes  between the  OECD 





116,2  (period ~  1975/May  1976) 
107,5  (period June-July 1975/ 
June-July 1976) 
101,7  (taken from  the index  for 
the canton of Geneva  specially 
calculated for the ILO  and 
including rent) 
105,6  (based  100 at 1970 
period Jun~uly 1975/ 
June-July 1976) -~- ----- - ---- ~-- ------------·-·----
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PART  B 
Trend  of public salaries between the end  or 
June  1975  and  the  end  of June  1976 • 
- 17  -
Explanatory note  concerning the  calculation of the  trend 
of the  salaries of civil servants in the Member  States 
1.  r_rhe  tables below  give  an outline of the trend of the  sale.ries of 
civil servants in the Member  States between the  end of June  1975  and 
the  end  of June  1976. 
2.  Tables  have  been drawn  up  for each of the nine  countries. 
Tables  1  and  2  show  the  salaries,  for the various countries  and 
the  various periods,  in the national  currencies,  as reported to 
the  SOEC  by the  responsible departments  in the  Member  States. 
Where  comments,  technical notes or additional  information  (for example, 
weighting)  were  supplied with these tables,  they have  been attached. 
The  St,atistical Office  drew  up the tables  3 and 4  on  the  basis of 
tables  1  and  2. 
3.  The  tables  3  show  the trend in the nominal  indices for the  period 
from  the  end  of June  1975  to the  end of June  1976  for each grade,  for 
each category  (A,  B,  C and  D)  and  as a  whole.  The  different  grades 
have  been broken down  according to family circumstances  (single,  married 
with two  children, etc.),  and for eaoh grade minimum,  average  and  maxiruur~ 
salaries are  shown. 
The  indices  show  the trend of gross salaries and net salaries (with 
taxes  and social  security contributions deducted). 
4.  The  ·tables 4  show  the trend in real indices for the  same  period 
and is based on  the  same  factors  as those mentioned  above.  The  real 
indices  are  obtained by dividing each nominal  index by the  consumer 
price  index  • 1J.'h8  crmsumer  price indices used  a.:r·e  ·the  original  indices  :;.a  publ·: d1od 
hy  thA  vari(/US  countries  .. 
Since the  consumer price indices  for all the  count:riHs  except  l•1•;:En.llbottrg 
normally reflent  the  situation about  the middle  of the  month  co;;er:,J:'lled~ 
the  f)QJ.;c  took as basis the ari  thmetioal  average  of the  .June  a..Yld  .July 
indices;  tll8ee  reflec-t  most  closely the situation as  at  30  Ju:ne.-
However,  following  a.  req.uest  from  the  Belgian I>elegation of  th~, 
":B'inancial  questions"  v-rorking party  7  submitted when the report  .  .rn. 
'the  joint index for  ·1966  was  being discussed.,  the  calculations for 
Belgj.l,un  hn.".1~  been made  on the basis of the  June  indices  only.,  The 
consumer price  indices used  are  sho"Wn  in t3.ble  1  ,,  Since  no  monthly 
coFJt  of 1iving indioes  are  available for  Ireland,  with the  agreement 
of "th9  Irish department  responni  l>le  the  indices used for  Ireland cover 
+.be  pe:r  .\.0<1  from  Ma;y  1975  to May  1976e 
5~  The  indices in  ~~ables  3 n.nd  4  a.re  either average  indices or i:veight,.?.d. 
indices,.  The  Sta'tistioal Offio·e  oonsidHred it was  worthwhile  to  rete-in 
these  ·two  types  ~)f  indiceR  in order to dete:nnine  the  signifioa:noe  of'  ·th~ 
weighting., 
The  average  indices are  simple  arithmetic averages. 
The  weighted indices,  howev~n:.,  take  account  of the  flta.ff to  ii;Ihj ch  ·tha.1.•· 
refer. 
In view of the  distinction made  between grades,  categories,  fruu·i T,r 
circmnstances  and the official'  B  position witl1in hi a  grader  a.n  i.tir:H'.l 
weighting should. take  account  o:f  all  these  factors. 
However,  most  countries  can not  or not  yet  provide ·this ·i;yrn  of  ~ .  .reightL.r.:  .. 
aJ1.d  onl,y  give  s-taff figures  by grade  and/or by category. 
• ·------------,------------
- 19  -
6.  The  Tables 5 and  6 are  summary  tables showing the trend of r  ~al 
salaries aooording to officials'  categories  (A,  B,  C and D). 
The  indices in Table 5 are weighted according to the structure of 
national civil service staff.  Those  in Tables  6  are weighted -
to provide further information - according to the structure of 
Community  staff complements  by category A,  B,  C and  D (point  5 of 
the  Oounoil  Decision of 28  June  1976). 
This structure is indicated in the table below. 
Staff of the European  Communities 
Breakdown  by category of staff numbers  (permanent  and temporary)  who 
could receive salaries during 1976 
units and  percentages 
...........  _  ...... ___  __.  ... -.....  __ _....,_.__..._ 
Cn.  tr:'>fY~ri  ~n 
A  B  c  D  - -
5 159  2  973  4  336  773 
39,0  22,5  32,7  5,8 
1.----.......__.~·- --·---- - -·----- ---~------·-
... 
(1)  Not  including 447  members  of the establishment staff. 
Source:  Offioial Journal of the European  Communi ties - 19th year 
No  L 66,  15  Maroh  1976. 
·Overall 
13  24, 
100,0 
..,._.._ ... ___  ...,._.  ... 
7•  Table  2  gives  a  recapitulation of the various  indices relating to 
salaries.  The  indices for the  Community  as  a  whole  have  been calculated 
firstly on the basis of arithmetical  averages  of the salary indices and 
secondly weighted on the basis of numbers  corresponding broadly to  the 
numbers ·or  oivil servants in each of the countries. 
( 1) --- --~--'--'--------·---· :.:...  l  ••• _,---·-··  .-#>' 
- 20-
Sj n::;e  there  are  no  harmonized statistical sources to give  a  val:i.d 
indication on  a.  comparable basis,  of the number  of civil servants 
in 0aoh of the nine  Member  States,  the  SOEC  decided to use  popl:t.lati.on 
statistics and  chose  as basis for weighting the total population of 
each of the member  countries. 
rFhe  l·.reighting applied for the nine  Member  States is as follows  ( 1): 
Count:cy 



















Tables  3  and 4 are  summary  tables per category. 
The  indices of Table  3 have  been weighted with the structure of na.ticna  .. l 
civil service staff and those of Ta.ble  4  with the  struot\tr·e of CommunjJ;y 
staff  o 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 ~tr <  s·en n  tN'  ·e 
- 25-table I
Total cmolunents of a- Sderaliivil senrant
(Sttrration at J0 June L971t Dl'i/lrtontir) CMMATY
Married, 2 ch.ild.r''en
Single
cet"rsn '  P?g i  lui.aaf"
gr€up  !  ;"*.n  beginning
i nrrJ os i;seslrurinsl uiaar" ii rna-or
i grade liof gred'e I f  g"d" i'-ett""-'
..l..--*-i.-r,-€i  i i  I  i _,=:l 2999i ,, 1  itili, 2i.32 i  :"1  l+;2c,, At63  i  -  l*^r-r  |  ,1i:c,
i of grade
t
senior ig9'  i Jl!1 ts6  I (r)  lii  E  I  - l9??l [.,..,o l*n., l4ili i,:ozz l*e?2 ;t  $ 6ao i A4B3 l?1?r| *ZZIZ 
I '*ii,\{*l t;ii l'1i3 r i? g 'f'r, 






CijVJ  e  -  l*6r.t 60ti i rrl?  I?Y?:
-':,^.?  l:r-\t'1  l{1')O 5>6,t \ tQzt lT^7?
r7 i')
L1+i6 i 2tr> ltzcz
JY-';
ftilfr-ffii  ilaa i''Eig l'#:\ii{ii\,-
iia  I  leeo 1++Bl lr-7\'li1222 |'"i'"7|'^LiL ii t6rz |,'2;s
aT.i I 
'1ia
:A  ,  i  i.'.;:J  I  lsv4  i  ro/"t'  !): L1--  \  -  "  J  'rr"  t:*.*--;
'frFIlr"1
i??a li. alic I ?_3 ,zia u??l? i?::7 iZ:?'^
1cz2 i e19i l.'zi>=  |  12Lr
'if
#W:1l?l iiii; l;;i \irAt Iii';i  Ii?lt .  lr  1  -l - --,..---*.
mst I eoe+ | ziz-s' | ?2?,
liola irica lzvtl  l2?i?
V&1 litto li:+e l\i?7
-
ff{ttsq i:"ai li?i;
i  -  d  t  ,  ,f  --.
is.ilils  ''f  g;'aCrer i  15, A 14 and :4 6 hava boen provitled for cdditlonsl inforEation"
oo.'- s.".J". \  i!  " j  *n:r.A 1l, ti"  tnr"u i:'renental :;';;  "'a"a"a 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 .~  ........ -~~----~·--·.  ·_,  ____  ,..  _.,...  ~  <  ·-~-·~ '  ~  w  ' 
- 29  -
Notes  on  the calculation of the emoluments  of a  Federal civil servant in a 







The  following items make  up  the total  salary& 
Basic salary 
General  supplement 
Regional  supplement,  first level for single people,  second level 
for single people  aged  over forty years,  fourth level for married 
people with two  children 
Supplement  for post,  for .working in a  senior Federal authority 
The  annual  special  p~ent (Christmas bonus)  equal  to one-twelfth 
of the total of  (a)  to  (d),  where  applicable further raised Qy  the 
proportionate  supplement  for children  (DM  8,33). 
The  children's allowance  of DM  50  for each child,  as  a  part of salary,  no 
longer exists since 1  January 1975.  Under  a  general legal  regulation, 
a  tax-free children's allowance is now  paid as  a  welfare  p~ent for all 
children,  whether or not  a  parent  is employed  in the public service. 
This is DM  50  for the first child,  and  DM  70  for the second child.  To 
keep the tables comparable  with previous tables,  the  figure  of DM  120 has  been 
added to all figures  for married civil servants with two  children. 
2.  The  amount  liable to tax has been calculated by deducting from  the 
gross salary DM  8,33  (one-twelfth of the tax free  allowance of DM  100 
given in December  each year)  and,  where  applicable,  the children's  allowance 
of DM  120.  The  wages  tax applicable  on  1  January 1976 has  then been 
substracted to determine  the net salary.  In the case  of single people, 
tax brackets I,  or II for final  steps A 15,  A 16,  B 6  and B 9,  were  taken 
as  the basis;  in the case of married people,  tax bracket III  (two  children) 
was  taken.  Tax  allowance generally granted (e.g.,  employees'  allowance, 
overall  allowance  for professional  expenses,  overall  allowance for special 
expenditure,  overall  savings  allowance)  have been taken into account  in 
deducting tax.  Church  taxes have  not been deducted. 
3•  Both gross and net figures have been rounded up  or down  to the nearest 
DM. 
4·  Capital fonnation pa.yments  under the  employees'  savings  scheme,  and 
the  employees'  savings  supplement,  have  not been taken into consideration. 
These  payments  are  subject to application,  and vary  according to their 
amount  and  the time  over which they are to be paid.  Certa.in  nondi tiona 
must  also be  satisfied.  In the  same  WQJ,  health insurance  oontributionR 
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!  s  Srngre (1)  !  uarriodr 2 childt'€n  (tt)
---t----:-l:- :  t.  .ladlnt  :  '  !  "  t  Anount :




!  r  t  -3  3  !
'i?..?r4,j1(r),r,.g64,r(,2(r)  irr ,rr1 ,'J9(ilr5;-1't'.,:,'17(l)t5*i(4,3t,(ri )r'i 1.7f,;,f5(
a\al i  t  t  t  '  .  "
ir,*et,27(C)il,8nt,of (t)i ,,939,99(rr) r2 ,'(r?,,o?(6),4 ,?.r9, 19('/)' 6"r4?' tf(
ri!!t-
t  3  t  r!'  !  i
1!t.tosi
22,1t2r1? 22,660t9,9 I 3"59g,93 .  r2.lr?(tr/!(r. l.2o'*.li)lttt1  l,960v\2,
t-.. 
- 
.  - -l-;*-  .-!..------3*---'-*!*
3t!.t;l
3  a  !  .l  t  I
,, .'i6o, S4(1a), a ,127 t14fii)'; 2.41,4r15(1il, e.t,1,8, 6:t(t 2)-t2,':'i6' e0{1i}'- 2'77L'13(
3  t'  t







Itaatltt prinFry  t1.g,t4,54 il,6,iLrt,1  i  t,96',t r4J .  !1.854r80 -. ',.1.<)ti)t16. t'2,2?7,20
.c.rucation !.  (16) ;""'".'tirl  I ':'-''(iol  i'"-"'(icl  r  - -(iT) ,  (ta)
-i-,.-'.-'.-=-.-.-j.-,.:;-..-.;-*-i-="=-',-,.-"-*l;-'=""-"-"-*'r"'""'"'---'""'  ""''-"-''-'"  '
(1) laelc salaty + raaiilent alfonencc (I$).
(a) Easic aelaty + resialent allonanct + f,anllt lacom supplrn nt- +_ fatiily llloxencea inc}i l:'t|:-"
conpcnaetory "rro""r"" i1iie.il-in"oi" 
-;ipiaornt (roi' tm cbllat'"r under tcn vea'"6 tf  ,.{:r I '
(3) Civiffan adllnistraiorr Ecals 2r l8t lncrcolntst 'tcp'
(4) civtffan adrinieirator, scale 21 lalt lncr'D'ntd !t'P'  t
(5) Director out6iil6 soala E' 2nd lovGl.
(6) AdDtnistrative  attach€, scel€ 2r lst lnarenonlel  6tcp'
(?) AdrtrtEtratrive  attach6, EoaLe Ir l8t llcrgoental stctt'
(8) Prinoipal adolnlEtrativo attachdr la6t lnor"sntel rt'p'
(9) A.lnioistrative  seoretawr lit  incrcrcntal atcp.
(10) ldoiristratlve Eecrttetyr 8th lncreoental stap.
(tt) sectton head, last lncruental otep.
(12) slorttana-typist ' lst lnctrn6ntal step.
(t3) strortUna-typt  at ' Jth lncranrntal 3top.
(f4) secratary/ehorthanil-tJrpist r aalrlinlstretlve ssElrtsnt t lart lncr€b€nt'* Bt€p'






Senrice offieer aftsr on€ monthts servlce (ggaf,anteed  nini'tnun)"
Serrrice offi.eer, laet lncrenentel step.
Clerieal offlcer,  last lncrenental step.
Ae in the prst, a productlvlty bornrs le added to these remunoratlons;  the **tn'l
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 ---- ·- -.:.-..;;.._.  --"----.-----------·--------~....----
-37- Table  2 
AlmEX  I 
FRANCE 
Overall  remuneration before tax of civil servants at 1 Jul1 1976 
(FF/month) 
-~-~-~-=-=-~~~-=-~-=-~-=-~-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-~-=-=-=-~-=-=-~-=-~-=-=-=-=-=-~-~-=-
~ · Single  (1)  Married,  2  children  {2)  .. :  '  . 
----------------------------------~ ---------------------------------- :  .  .  . .  .  .  .  . 
•  Amount  •  •  •  Amount  • 
:  l  I  •  :  t  ----------- ----------- ----------~ ----------- ----------- ---------- .:  Jiinir.tU.":l  :  Average  :  Paximtii:t  :  Hinir.mm  :  Average  :  i :0 x~.:J'...:.::·. 
:  :  "I  ;  :  ....,_;  •I  II  :  : 
----------- ----------- ----------~ ---··------- ----------- ---------- A·  .:  :  :  :  :  :  (~) 
:3  26~,20(3):5 428,56(4):12357,03(5):3  629,20(3):5 C54,16(4):12  1G5,~.: 
University  •  •  • 
grpduate  ~2  930,74(6)~4 241,67(7);  6406,60(0);3  20},00(6)'4  632,EJ7(7~:  6  9lP.,~j5 











•  ., 
f 
:1 
252,14(9):2  . 
' . 
.9G9, 7G(t2)  ~2 
: 
7 59  t 97 (16): 1 
976,02  402:0,79  ..  :2 
(10)  ( 11 ) 
)60, r;(, (13)  ~ · ·2G 95, C  ~  (t~ )  ~ 2 
I  2894 '62(15): 
:  : 
o16,1t5(1'/):  -2171 ,lt5(1n):2  .  . 
593,73(9)~; }30,41 
I 
t1  /;O).)S  . 
(10)  . 
(11 j 
~·-----···  ~-
311  ~ 3  5  '(p)  ~ 2 702' ia5(13)  ~  ) 
'  (1,4) 
01;1' I 'I 
..  r •  I  }  ~~.(;,61 
:  •  c· ...  - -····---- .J....)j  .  :  . 
1  0 1 • 5  6  (l 6) : 2  150,0lw(17):  (:  ~1~,0~~ 
(18) 
··:.:  ..... :: -:..:-:::-::-• :-::-:-:-=·· ~- :=-==-~=  -:-=-:.. -=-:::  .. :.. ..  ::-::-::-~- ==-:: -=-- ::::..-:-:. --=--=·-::. ... =  ... =··= ... =  ... :--.. :: -=  .... :: .... :  ....  ...,:  -=: --':..·  ..  "'.--: 
(1) Basic. salary +  resident allowA.ncc  (13~~). 
(2)  B~sic salary +  resident  allowance + family  income  supplement +  family  allowances  includin~ 
compensatory  allowance+  sin~le income  supplement  (for two  children under ten 7ears of ageJ 
(3)  Civilian administrator,  sca.le  2,  let incremental  step. 
(4)  Civilian administrator,  scale  2,  last incremental  step. 
(5) Director outside scale E,  2nd  level. 
{6)  Administrative  attache,  scale 2,  1st incremental  step. 
{7)  Administrative  attache,  scale 1, let incremental  step. 
(8). Principal  administrative attache,  last incremental step. 
{9)  Administrative secretary, let incremental step. 
(10)  Administrative secretary,  8th incremental  step. 
(11)  Section head,  last incremental  step. 
(12)  Shorthand-typist, 1st incremental  step. 
(13)  Shorthand-typist,  7th  incremental step. 
(14)  SecretaTy/shorthand-typist,  administrativeassistan\  last incremental step. 
(15)  Upgrading  available to no  more  than 2~ of staff at this level,  Group  aupervisoX"o ~  .:. 
incremental  step. 




Service officer,  last incremental step. 
Clerical officer,  last incremental step. 
As  in the pest,  a  productivity bonus is added to 
a.pproprie.tion is % of the e.verege. 
these  remunerations;  the total 





tra. A Urrirr"tsity  3  .ri..r'^  F?c, r.r/e\  ]*  R{r-, tn(1\.ri^.l3rt-Orifal: Univeralty  3  .r  '  3  -;  '3  --"t 
(t'
sra.ruate rr.8?t,1ii(l,r!4.141,46(,1);0.59tq,92(ll  i''''rl,zo(-')t?.,!111'91(11'ro'5i€'lo '-  !2.rlr,'t4(()'.1)',;\i,'iiii5it"6ti:''rit't  i,1-'ioi;"aoiZi'tt"ior'or(r):6'7o4'ft.
rrernrns ;"-''",'.-'i --"'-ia.eao,miul! 
:  _--__:_?:lll{ttS
. -____..;......_.____: ______-__-";-____*___;__-*--__..-;_._______:;_------ .-  ,
;;';;,;  , r.c,ir,gr(1cir.69r,''i5(r?):t.e??,1t(18);2' ro1'tc(16);2' t1e'04(t?): t'*'fftl
a#r#ffititr""{t+1*wrseL-r  "t"+ r"*-t" "t I r'
**ta**t/atldrttonal tar of &  a:rn S acauctcd''
-!F=-=-=."=-.' *-=-::-=-E-=-e-'ff;;-*=iii=--=-=-=T-='=T;;iJ;;ffiil;*at-=-=-=-
'r  t  3  --.--t-----------:----------r---"'-"'-':-- --:----------,  ----------.r -  r  . 
3
i;;";";"o  l..o.,r:z,r,t(ill.t.azr,ot(rsit.ti5,6t(11)32.5co,tt(g)it,zi'g'410o)  {'zst'{tl)
IHi:i:l"  ir.crg,';c(ir)ir.r:g,oo('riz"ioe,6:r(t4)lz;'tt'ttrzi"'eer'q'(t')i  :'.ry:'i^n,
(f ) farfc salanr + rr|sldencc ellorerocr
(a) raerc relaqr + rcsidenco allonance + fgrly  lnoouc Bupplcnent + (rullV  ellot|ences
+ !ln6r1o inboqe Eupplosont not tarabtc).




































































































loq.2 ! 10s. _9 115.O 109, a_ 108.0
-m^*rl 







T_-tttel  c-- T l
D t '  Hoarr.
I  - rfrcstlon
I._















11C,5 ;i i 0?-?_l aqa  q {.t{  1 107.3 111 ,0 111,1
15 200 10?.1 i11..ST'r1t rl :! i07.4 | lllrl |  |  r  ab  .-:_-lj,;.r,-)
1St?
'1O9r?






























r{n  R 1(10-? 1110,? 110.d 1Cg, ?
-i2 800 ii 110. 6 ll1.0lirC,J li  1ILr.rr






| 110.5 I t'to.t i:"1t1']
I  rn,': 




'l10-il. | '111.3 I 11O_.q
I j1oJl
l,J'ttlr5
! iio.o I  4 0,00 i11r!?, I i1e.6
-- l  f ic,!:
i 10..1 lf 't'rl!r i_-:-+!r
I tl,r. g Irrn.7
40 cto I 111 .O irt'. :  I:U el
chtldr&
chlldreni Cai.
Hlccs  at 1 JulY
:80unt
' Table 4 -
REAI n{DICES
Lg76 of civi'l servantet
' 
.(1 
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1C': ,0 !  1CC-
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I  ' 
" . 






'  .. 
.,  ' 
' l  . 
·., 
•  • 
CATT:GORIES 







S:;i;IOH  EXECU~IVE OFFICZR  8,477 
D I  HJ. GH~R E:G~OUTIVE OFFICER  24.719 
EXEC~TIVE OFFICER  ..  46,622 
,.,  CLr:RICAL  OFl:.,ICER  t.  ·:  93,37 3 
' ' 
I  'I 
'  .  '' 
D  ·  PArER  KEEPER 









'  ~!.:CSS'EliCER 
•  , f  1:01~-IlmU  srRIAL CAR  DBIVER 




'  I f 
' 
' .,  ~ 




•,  ... 
I. 
.  '  ' 
..  ' 
'  I. 
'  . . 
fO~.AL:  7  368  -' 
•  '  . 
't  I 
. .  . 
~OTAL: 171,191 ~ 
'  -' ...... 
I  I  •  tO'RALI  124,037  ~  .  .  ' .  .  '  '  .  .  : 
·  tafAL:  10,679 ~  ..  .  . 
.  ,;  ...... 
,  . 
..  •  &  - .  '  .  .·  ..  ,  ... 
"'  .... .  . 
.  '  . 
.  I  .  . 
.  . ----:-···-- --- w- - --
-~--------------- - - -- --~ -
. -,. .  "- e" -
.. 
A  B  c  D  E  t' 
,  Uo  of starr- -rJ.  ~~!  l  J:'.''!'bar 
Grade 
S~lnry  Salary  Salary  in-Po!~t ::.t  v (  ·  {i t r  .. t f- ). r  ~- Point  l;;ach  Foint  l'o~t 
'  30.6.75  30.6.76  30.6.75"  I·.  1.4.76  .. 
···~-_..__,,_........,.  -- -
J)~!U  ty·  0~crctary  Fln.t-Rr-tte  14,000  14,000  1(\'\  '  132  .......  I 
Ur:lr!r  SC:crct3.ry  Flat-[latc  12,GOO  12,00J  I  I\  I  I  .  709'  ' 
r  ~~!;iu \.ant  Secretary  r.;in  8,6~0  8,6')0  h':·;  • 
I 
'I 
·- I  3rd Point  9,800  9,800  11 G  !  -
I  l·>lY.  11,000  11,000  747  - I 
I  Total  1,?  \~  1,, 273  '  ! l'r  incipal  ,.,- 5,600 
' 
l••ln  5,993  .  ';;o  -
5t1l Point  6,6?.5  6,93G  4li~  • 
I  '·  •  -
I  '  r.~.'l;:  7,4~0  7,763  2, 1  .~t'l  -
'J"0 tal  4,~  ~1 .-.;  . 
I  4,572  I 
Aor::iniRtration  .,.  2, 395  2,708  13  - 'i't•n \ nc c 
,  .• 1n  I  I 
5th  ?  .045  3,356  ?6  ••  I  - ••  ;.:;\X  ~·  670  3,9a3  3  -
Tntnl 
"'',/  c:;()'l  '.  6~2 
~.t·Jl' ;;xccut1ve  f·iin  4,900  5,213  937  •  - O •  .' ~iccr 
4th Point  5,400  5,793  B?G  -
r.~nx  5,900  6,213  2,7t.8  I  -
!2..!2!  -1..t a:, l ' 
u, .4 77 
Hi {;hr.»r  F.xccuti ve  Min  3,900  4,213  3, 17 3 
I 
Officer  -
4th Point  4,360  4,673  2,100  -
r:.~":\X  4,700  5,013  8'  (,().~  -
'j'o t·J.l  2~a(n1  24,719 
F.Y:oc·u ti  ve  Officer  7tfl"U-:z1  2,155  2,468  1, r;-;; 
l  - Min  r.~:t in ScA.le  2,39)  2,700  2 3:>  - Max  f.::tin  ScA.lO  3,670  3, 9f3 3  18, 4  ~· 'j  -
'J'C"'t.1 1  51t  ~i~.l  t1G,  C\2~: 
Olcricnl Oftioor  A··-t1  1,840  2, 15 3 
.,.;!..:JJ_ ~  . -
!~U  c!, r. to  - )rd Pt  r~in Scale  2,100  2,413  6, Ti 1  -
r.tax  !.tnin  Scale  ?.,540  2, 053  29, 9c~Q  ... 
Tot=1l  1  (J8' ~' (.1  93. 37 3 
!;c 'I ).0r  Pernonal  Min  2,505  2,818  39  Hccratary  .  - I 
4th roint  2,925  3, 238  89  - I.1nx  3,205  3,518  339  - .  .  . 
~.'o t.r:l. 1  .  5'{1  614  •  P  ·r~non'll  Seoretar1  l;lr1  2,.030  2, 313  b ,,;  - 4th Point  2, 3~5  2,6~8  366  - r::ax  2, 6<.;0  .  2, 97 3  1,5~•6  -
i.'lorlh'lnd  Typi~t 
'J'ot.lll  4, (11 0  4,197  ·-·......-....  1' 696  .  l•llJl  2,009  - - )rd Point  1,06)  2,176  - - .  f.i~x  2, 114  2,42'7  1,  G~O  - 1'nktl.  .....l~  2,B93 
TJpi.ut  ··- 1,529  1 '042  J•,ltl  - -· 
,• 
3rd  Point  1  t  6CJ6  2,00:)  - -
r~:\x  1,9·1'1  2,~GO  7,t19<3  .  -
'i'ff f'"ll  , '·  '1\.l  . .,  14,265 
r;'  r-•·) ':n.l  Anuistant  ~i71  1'  (.()?,  1,<)15  --- I I  ., •  ;)  -
)rd Ft  ~·,in  r.e~l<'  , 'i14  2.co8  7,o,4  -
:.:.-\x  f T:·  !:&  :;c:~1f  1  '<_,~7  ~,,Gn  ,.., t;  i  .~  -
t  I  ,  '  .. , t·  -·  .  .  ·-· 
I •I 
I  il 
-87-
tin 
D  ...  ~·----------..---
F'i:OI 





P  & 'iO  IV  I  . 




•  • 
·, 
. ' 
'  '  .,  '  ' ' 
t  • 
•  I  '  .  . I 









--- 3,450  l•llJl 
4th Point  3,''/35 
r~x  3,9~5 
'i'nt.f\1. 
~c  .. l1  2' ll :~; 
i)tin Scnle  3,050 
:::1in  Scnlo  3,1.50 
'?o·r.·tl  .  -.---.....  .._... .  .... 1,7b1'  J•;lll 
j.~:l X  1,sos 
Tnt~l  ·- 1 '0  3?.  I•'J.Jl 
!~!'lX  1' 94'1 
~~'O+"\l 
l~la  t-nn  to  ''  863 
Plat-Rate  ~,244 
E 
5,0~1  173 
5,713  451 
6,21,3  2,6(;6 
-b.{'~J 
3,76~  /j") 
4,0'r  1,  ~  ,,6  . 
4,2)8  7,073 
11  (.~~ 
2,738  -...'-····' 
• ~·J 
3, 37 :i  1  '7~6 
3,"/63  6,  ·H>~ 
, ?  'l,'h  .....  2", 014  ·••--.z  ..... ,--
I 1  I•• I 




..:! .) j 
2,260  1, 9.H 
2,6(;i 
2,176  1.~ 
2,557  ~0.41~ 
.  . .  . 
.  . 
. . 




I  t  wl  .  ,• .  ,  o  I 












'  ••  ·S  .  • 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.Ind.ices at 1!,?6 of civil  servantst
i*'"  1915 t  loo)
calaries
30 June
(lo ( JO June r) |








B?,l ii  -  i 3?,?ll -  |
8?,? [  88,2 
|
go,4 I  93'o I

































































c1{), -i ,'U! v
|----.t  'Jl  .i ,r1 'Jd' ]  |

























go,g l  gl,s
g1 ,] i  95,2
9.l,rl 1i tOt 
'O g7 ,5 ii 103,2 B
Senior Exec. off .l  93'g
giot o"  tt  rr E 9?'1
i=otti"e  officer! 1o1 




101,J r;: l, 1 r  o?-i]  ll  ')i.2 )r.)
















9') t1 qi.u  I
'r1',7[ '31:e 9?'1 ii,
100.2 ii  -
roo. z fr 105'4
eo;9 il  94,0
gl,,t ii  96,2
oq r l!  'tq. 6
I  gt,d I  gq's- 
I lroo,ol la'e  1 I - li8l:il
I  to3,? |  toe'a 
;
I  9l,l |  92,9
I  gj,6 |  95'z
I ,:i:? I ii:?





















Yl rv  I
es,t 
I i:l I ro+,?




Senior Pers- sec{ 99rl I  91'9 |
P*sonar secret. | 1oi;$ |  too'o 
I
shortirandTYPietl -  I  :  I




I Parory , _  i,i?;! I rllz; q('!. c ..r "t q+,o 
_ \jf.(}i:  lirr.  ' 
I

















:-;r I  l:t
nessenEcr ! tq{'l
Pager Ku"P*" -.  X to3t]
llott-i"aosiliat' I
car ,lriver  'ii  -









I -101.1 I 10I,J
10],1 ii'i,u j'-  ''*-;:''"-'
.  Argaffs Fif!!!d
fi'diles  indices
3  -9st!  "'r 
'
1;.'j  ..'it^
r?chiJCren  jl,it  ''i
trt), 
-q g5,2 I F,c I  (''l't
tilt"Slr iJ .'lulgg*--r.:-
ftrest a::ialunt:
A"' '  :i'trij, ';P"":''-iglts
'ive*ugl "I"-:j,tjsg Fa-&es il{ig*"
97 11  : "'l
llet arotrrlt:
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 ,  ...... --------------~--...  .:..:_,:_ ____  ~-·-
- 99  -
DENMARK -·  -·--~-·-·- .... 
.....  ·too-
Table  1.. 
DENMARK  . 
Salaries" taxes,  e·Lce  for munarried and  m~rried ;persons  Copenha.gen  197,2(Dkr) 
~------·-------·-r--------------~  ------------,------------------ Tax'es,  oont- r  Net  annual salary - Gross 
ributions for  Family  I  taxes,  eto. + family 
Salary  sup~~~:r~~ary  Allowa.noe  (1)  +  (2)  +  (3) 
Annual  i_j  allowances 
~-~~;=1..__  )  __  ......__-+~?~·  l:..___..........L_-J( 3  ___  {.~  )_. ____  ....J 
,..r.  "'*r o  •  kr.  J" t·. 
S,ingle  person 
141.461  (J\)  7oeo57 
86'1!250  (ll)  34o869 · 
68"~75  (C)  25.456 
61.., 9o4  (D)  21.669 
Married man  with dependent  wife  and  tWo  children 
141.461  (A)  66~484  3.384 
86.250  {D)  31.296  3.384 
69.875  (C)  21.003  3.384 
61.9o4  (D)  l8,o96  3.384 








.  . 
"'· 
7l..4o4 
51  .381. 
43  .. 419 







I  • 
,  ..... 
1
.  I;  •  1 
.  • [  I 
'  .  ;, 
1  I 
. ' ' 
~ I  •  J 
j 
, .  . . 
\  . .  ; 
Table  2  ... 
DENMARK 
Salaries  eto. tor un  ried and married  rsons 
"',  ~  .. '  .~ - '  .  .,. 
•. 
.Taxes, 
Grotts  · contributions tor  Family. 
annual aalaq  aupplementar,r pension  allowance 
(1)  (2)  (3) 
•  kr.  kr.  •  kr. 
Sin~le ;eerson 
148.882  (1\.)  75.279.  -.  . . 
92.540  (Bl)•  •  38.685  -
*  -39.716- -94.334 .-·- .. (D2)  .. ......._ 
75.214  (C)  28.772  - .  . . 
68.676  (D)  25.047  ·-
J(arried mas  w1 th de;eendent  wife  a.ncl  two  children 
1-10.882  (1\)  70.646 
92.540  (Dl) *·  34.052 
-94.334  ....  ·· (Dl) * ..  ··  ·  ... ..35. 083 · 
75.214  (C)  24.139 
68.676  (D)  20.414 
Notet 
* (11)  and  (B2)  ot text. 
'. 
. :. 






.....  .  . 
. . , 
..  .. 
. . ' 
'  ..... 
.  " 
Ne-t  annual aalarr-
taxes,  eto. +  .. :f'ami]Jr 
• 
.  .  ' .  ~ 
•  • 
(1,
11:~r  +  <l> 
. (4) 
kr.  ...... 
•  •  .  ' '  .  •• 
. \ 
.  ; 
·• 
I  • 
'  ' . 
Bl.  SC. q  ·.  ·,  ·: 
I  t  • 
6l.7Gd  I 
. '  ' 
•  •  . ·  ..... 62.-531 
• 
•  . 
•• 
,·~, '  102  -
.  '-.1;· 
Mini'.a~ry:·:for }.,inan.ce 
·.  '  "ll.'  ·~. ,,  ·_ 
'  •  '~.  1  ...  ~  •'  • 
Pc.y  and  Pensions  Department 
. ' 
'  '•' '  \~  '~t,  •  ~· >  : 
,,,f_ 
~··  ~- .... ·-··  ~h  -~  CalGlllation .. of 
':'fh~f ·:trend In salaries for certain groups  or' 'cl.yil  servants 
. ·: ·lfr6m  1~·''Aprfl  · l975  to  t  ~)\pr.i;l  1976 ~-. to 9e  ~u~~Cl:.·in the preparation 
: by'·:'t'ffe: 'eotnqn~ni  ty  of;:S·•Qpe~iS:-1  sal~ry~·t):•ert~  :±rtde~'!for Denmark  .  .  ~:~  ,  ,  ,  .  . . ,, .  :'  ...  ...  .  :.txrp..:~.  :.::.::) .... ;_; 
(  ~\- ;.  ~'  ~~  t  ~  . ..f ; ". 
1  ..  ·  The  report  and  fi.gures  given this year follow  exactly the  same 
principles  as  those of the  preceding three years'  reports. 
~ ,  ~  .,  . 
2~  :.  R.~·o:rg~·ization in the  central  administration in 1974/75  has not 
affected salary increases over the  previous  y~iir in<the  rouz:-.: .g:roupa  •.  :· 
Thi.s· :·~o;r;gnnization,  which mainly affected the tax administration,  ·  · 
haq  a.fso' caused  a  large  incr-ease  in the  number· cif .,otvil  e(:iilnt:~ts  ;', 
oo·J~F~¢1  ?;y,:  this report  (see  point  3);  it should be  pointed  ~)ut. that 
there  has· been  no  real  growth in the  number  Qft·P<?.t:t:~  in the  .c~ntral,,. 
n.clnJi,nist.r~tion.  ~·'  l :t  \  "i.  ,  ,  r 
3..  The  figures  are  based  on  col  unm  ( 1)  in the  statement  of posts in the 
not~s to the draft  Budget  for  1976/77,  which  gives the  number  of posts 
as_,  of  1  April  1975•  The  number  ot>l 1p~v;j.J  ~.~}'VJ}"f-1~~~  .P9,Y.~.~~d  py  the figures 
rose! from  8  281  to  9  646  between  r'J\prit""l'~74··~,.l~·/AP'r:t1':l~1.S.~  .1  ...  ~:· 1 ,: •. .,.  _:  •• 
!,:  '·  ., 
'  -.  .;  ~ ··-. 
As.: 1n:, lctst year's  report,,,···~.  ::st~temen·t  of all.(  I¥?fBc;?J}.s  inclu~~<:l: in the  _ 
calculations has  been  prepared,  with details'"b'f' their divi'=l·iMt  intG'i t·  _  ... 
pay ·:·btackets  and the like. n  .,- It may  be  mentio:PE1.d  ~~at duf1,.  ~o the  way 
the  salary system is se-t  u.:P;  a·  pay  seal~ halT.i.2w:B.y· be-tween t:h.e ,:'begittning  ~:~  :_:· .. 
and, ~he. end  of  a  grade  wi:llH.mo~e or less  eqll:~~  ~an.  ~verage of the salaries 
at "the  beginning a.nd  the  end"'o'f  the  gradee  ;  ..  ~·:.',_,.£.''.'.  \':1~  r{l;~.  ~:.' 
'f :'i  ·1 ••  , ...  f 
~  J1  .  -.'  ....  ~  '.  '  ~  . 
Conqerning the  posts which  ca.used  the  abovementioned  growth in  the··· rimnber 
of di  vi  l  servants, it has  ·been  found that  when  divided by basio salary 
they fall into the four  Community  categories in the  same  proportion as 
the  pos·ts  formerly covered  by the report..  fiowever,  some  of the new ___  ...__ __________________ . 
·---~,,.  ~····  -~  .. ,__"' -.iifor·....---
• 
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posts in category B differ from  the  others in allowances,  mainly the 
additional work  allowance  for  auditors,  and  an  allowance  .Tor  retrained 
staff in the district offices of the Ministry of Taxes  ru~l  Levies who 
are  engaged in assessment  work.  The  calculations for  197)  and  1976 
are  given in the table below with  e~.1d  without  these  allowances: 
Category B  1975  1976  Percentage 
Dkr  Dkr  rise 
1975  basis,  including 
certain allowances  87  953  94  334  1·3 
1975  basis,  excluding 
certain allowances  86  250  92  540  7o3 
As  regards the  section of the  account  dealing with assistant clerks, 
administrative assistants,  and  senior and  principle  arl~inistrative 
assistants,  changes  in the  HCheme  of the  statement  of posts this year 
made  it necessary to assume  an unchanged relative distribution of oivil 
servants in these four types of posts within this group  of at  aff.  I·t 
should therefore be  borne  in mind  that in so  far as changes in the 
numbers  of staff do  not  apply proportionately to the  individual  Community· 
categories,  ·this may  affect the trend of the  average  salary.  This  also 
applies generally to the other figures. 
4•  rrhere  has been no  change  in salary rates in the period  1  Apri.l  -
1  July of  1976  either. 
5·  An  account  of the  allowances  paid to staff working on  a  group contract 
basis has to  continue to  some  extent to be  based  on  estimates.  For 
clerical staff the  allowances  (apart  from  the allowances mentioned under 
point  3)  amount  to  appro~imately 0.2%  of salary and  are  included in i+  .. 
Allowances to other employees  appointed on  a  group  contract basis are 
given separately,  as in the last report. 
6.  The  attached tables  show  the  amounts  of income  tax (in the  commune  of 
Copenhagen),  contributions for  supplementary pensi.on,  a..nd,  where  applica.bl'?t, 
family allowance,  for persona  .in  each  one  of the  four  oa.tegori.ss  A to  D i  ~~ 
1976.  The  calculations include unmarried people  withvu\.  children,  €\Jl•_:_ 
married men  with dependent  wife  and  two  children.., ----------·--------
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As  a  gross  income,  an averace  gross  annual  salary calculated by the 
Ministry of Finance  as  of  1  April  1~)'"{6  has been used for  each  Community 
category.  It has been asswned  ·that  there  is no  deduction  from  taxable 
income  beyond  the  wat,re  earners'  deductior.i  of Dkr  2.000  and  a  deduction for 
contributions for supplementary pension of Dkr  144.  The  amount  of 
final taxation for. persons under sixty  .. ·seven in Copenhagen 1.1nder  the 
rules applicable  in 1976  has then been  calculated..  ThB  figures  for 
taxation include direct  income  tax to the State  and the  commm1e,  church 
taxes,  national pension contributions,  contributions to the  social pension 
fund  and contributions to the daily subsistence  allowance  fund.  Families 
with children receive  a  family  allowance  under the rules of social 
legislation,  whiCh  is paid out  in cash and  which is tax-free. 
Column  4 of the  survey shows  the  annual  salary after ta..x  and contributions 
to supplementary pension have  been paid,  and  after the  family allowance 
for  a  married couple  with two  children has  been taken into account  in the 
taxa 
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PART  C 
General  salar.y trends  in real terms  per 
head in public administrations  and  some 
other general  economic  and social factors ------------------·--·-·----~----
- '110  ""' 
1.  The  Council  Decision of 28  June  1976  lays  down  that the Office 
should  submit  data on  the following in its report & 
real per capita emoluments  in central  -~-dministrations,  calculated 
in accordance with the definitions etc. used in the national 
accounts  (see point  3 of the Decision); 
the gross domestic product  per head of occupied population; 
the  emoluments  per wage-earner in the  economy  as a  whole  (aee 
poin·t  4 of the Decision). 
2.  Given  the -Decision's explicit  reference to  governmen·t  accounting 
methods  it seems  appropriate to set out the concepts  and definitions 
used in drawing up national accounts in the Member  States,  which 
use the ESA  (European  System of il1tegrated Economic  Accounts). 
Concepts  and Definitions 
3.  General  government  (s 6o) 
Definitions  The  sector general  government  (s 60)  includes all 
institutional units which are principally engaged 
in the  production of non-market  services intended 
for collective consumption and/or in the  redistribution 
of national  income  and  wealth.  The  main  resources 
of these units are derived directly or indirectly 
from  compulsory payments  made  by units belonging to 
other sectors. 
The  institutional units included in the  sector S  60  are the 
following: - 111  -
(a)  general  government  agencies  (excluding public enterurises 
established as public corporations  o~ by virtue of special 
legislation,  recognized as  independent  legal entities,  or 
classified as quasi-corporate enterprises) which administer, 
finance  and are accountable for a  group of activities, 
principally of a  non-market nature,  carried on  for the benefit 
of the community; 
(b)  non-profit institutions recognized as  independent  legal 
entities which are principally engaged in the production of 
non-market  services and whose  main  resources other than the 
proceeds of sales,  are derived from  payments  made  by the 
government  departments specified in  (a)  above; 
(c)  autonomous  pension funds,  if the  premium  charged is not 
based on  the individual exposure to risk. 
The  general  government  sector is divided into three sub-sectorss 
central government  (s 61) 
local government  (s 62) 
social security funds  (s 63). 
Sub-sectors  Central government  (s 61)  __________ .....,  _____  ....  _ 
Definitions  The  sub-sector central  government  includes the 
administrative departments of the State (1)  and 
other central agencies whose  competence  extends over 
the whole  economic  territor.y,  with the exception of 
the central administration of the  sooial  security 
funds. 
Sub-sector:  Local  government  (s 62)  ------- ... -- ... !Mil---
Definition:  The  sub-sector local government  includes  those types 
of public administration whose  competence  extends to 
only part of the  economic terri  tory {  1 ) ,  apart  from 
local agencies of the social security f\.;,,ds o 
(1)  The  central administration of the  Lander of the  Federal  Republic  of 
Germany  are part of the  Central  government  sub-sector and not  of 
the  Local  government  sub-sector. Sub-seo"tor:  Social security funds  (s 63)  -----------------
Definition:  The  sub-sector social  aecur~ty funds  incl~Jd_e; all central 
and local institutional urd_·ta  whose  principal act:tvity 
is to provide  social benefi·ts and whose  ma.in  resou.-r'ces 
are derived from  compulsory social contributions paid by 
other uni  ta.., 
This  sub·-sector includes,  in particular!!  aut()nomous  pensi.on  f'l:t.'lds  and 
other insurance institutions wben the  prem::i:ums  paid are fixed \ilthout 
reference to the  individual  exposure  to risk o:f  the  insured,. 
4..  Com,12ensa-tion  ot: e.ml?l2zees  (R 10) 
Definitio:ru  The  com.pensa·tion of employees  (R  10)  includes  .o-:•.11  payments 
in cash and in kind made  by employers  in rennmera·t.ion for 
the  ·~rork done by their employees  du.ring the relevant  period~ 
These  payments  cover: 
gross wages  and salaries  (R  101) 
employers'  actual social contribu·liions  (R  102) 
imputed social contributions  (R  103). 
Gross  wages  and salaries  (R  101)  (1)  Ulolude the following elements: 
(a)  basic wages  and salaries 
(b)  enhanced rates of pay for  overtime~ nightwork,  weekend  work 
(o)  cost of living allo·wanc.es,  local  allo\~rance8 and  e:x:p&.triFt.:i.•:m.  allowanc~l~ 
(d)  bonuses  based on  p:.-·oduotivity or profj'tg,  Chr:ist'Tl;:.·~  ~tn.·:.  New  Year 
bonuses,  "13th  month~"  pa.y  (annual  supplementary pa,y,. 
(e)  allowances for transport  to.  and  from work 
(f)  holiday pa,y  fo:r·  official. hoJ idays  nx  an11W-1l  hci.r"J.:..ly8 
·~-"--- \ 1 J  Wages  and  salar:!..es  nre  dec:;c;:rib~3d.  e,e  r;ronP  ·bocr3,1U'i~  i;h~~y  a:-..·~·  shown 
before the deduction of any  aocia.l  l)Ontr~butions payable by  employe~·\::' 






bonus  shares distributed to  employees 
payments  made  by employers  to their employees  under savings  schemes 
remuneration  in kind,  i.e. goods  and  services,  supplied free,-
or at  reduced prices, to employees  for their own  consumption  (food, 
drink,  tobacco,  fuel,  housing,  olothing,and meals  and uniforms 
for members  of the armed  foroes)  .  . 
housing allowances paid in cash by employers  to their employees. 
Gross  wages  and  salaries do  not  includes 
(a)  expenditure by employers  which are to their own  benefit as well as 
to that of their employees,  such ass 
- allowances or reimbursement  of employees  for travelling,  separation, 
removal  and entertainment  expenses  incurred in the course of their 
duties 
- expenditures on  providing amenities at the place of work,  medical 
examinations,  supplying working  clothes  (other than militar,r uniforms) 
- current expenditures devoted to sporting or recreational facilities 
intended for employees 
- current expenditures on  the transport ot employee a  to and from  work 
organized by their employers. 
These  expenditures are included in the  intermediate consumption  of 
employers. 
(b)  allowances  to employees  for the purchase of tools,  equipment  or 
epeoial clothing (exoept  miliatr.y uniforms)  needed for their work, 
or that part of their wages  or ealaries which,  under their contraota, 
employees  are -required to devote  to suoh purchases.  These  expenditure• 
are included in the  intermediate consumption  of employerst 
(o)  the amounts  of wages  and  salaries whioh  employers  continue to pay 
to their employees  temporarily in the case of siokneee,  maternity, 
industrial injury, disability,  redundancy,  etc.  These  payments  are 
treated as social welfare benefits with the  same  amounts  being shown 
under imputed  social contributions. - 114-
Employers'  actual social contributions  (R  102) 
-~-~~~--~----------
The  employers'  actual social contributions  (R  102)  consist of the 
payments  made  by employers  to insurers  (social security funds,  insurance 
enterprises,  central or local government  agencies  in the case of 
civil servants),  for the benefit of their employees.  These  payments 
cover statutory,  conventional,  contractual and  voluntary contributions 
in respect  of insurance against the risks of sickness,  maternity, 
disability,  old age  and  survivers,  unemployment,  industrial injuries 
and occupational diseases,  and in respect of family allowances. 
Althoug paid directly by employers  to the  insurers,  these  employers' 
contributions are treated as a  component  of the compensation of 
employees,  who  are then deemed  to pay them  over to the  insurers. 
Imputed  social contributions represent the counterpartto social 
benefits paid directly (i.e., outside without  any contributory scheme) 
by  employers  to their employees  or former  employees  and other eligible 
persons  (1). 
The  fact that certain social benefits are paid directly by employers, 
and not through the medium  of social security funds or other 
insurers,  in no  way  detracts from their character as social welfare 
benefits.  However,  since the costs of these benefits form  part 
·or  employers'  labour costs,  they should also be included in the 
compensation of employees. 
(1)  Imputed social contributions include an amount  equal  in·value 
to the wages  and salaries which  employers temporarily continue 
to pay in the event of the  sickness,  maternity,  industrial 
in·jury,  disa.bili'ty,  redund.am71  etg. of ~heir emplo7ees. - 115  -
In  the accounts of the  employers'  sectors,  the costs of direct  social 
benefits appear first among  uses in the generation of income  amount, 
as a  component  of the  compensation  of employees,  and  a  second time 
among  uses in the distribution of income  account,  as social benefits. 
In  order to  b~lance the latter account,  it is assumed that the 
households  of employees  pay back to the employers'  sectors the  i~uted 
social contributions which  finance the direct social welfare benefits 
~rov1den to them  by  these  same  employers.  This notional circuit is 
similar to the actual social contributions of employers,  which pass' 
through the accounts for households and whioh  are deemed  to be  paid 
by them to the insurers. 
FOr  the valuation of imputed social contributions,  the  amount  of which 
does not necessarily coincide with that of  direo~ social benefits, 
reference  should be  made  to the  heading R 63. 
The  compensation of employees  may  consist  ofa 
(a)  the compensation of resident employees  by resident  employers, 
(b)  the compensation of resident  employees  by non-resident  employers1 
(c)  the compensation of non-resident  employees  by resident  employers. 
These  different  items are  recorded in the ESA  as follows& 
- the  compensation of resident and non-resident  employees  by  resident 
employers  groups  together items  (a) and  (o)  and  appears  among  uses 
in the generation of inoome  account  of employers  aeotors and branches 
- the  compensation of resident  employees  by resident  and non-resident 
employers  groups  together items  (a)  and  (b)  and appears  among 
resources in the distribution ofinoome  aooount  of households 
- item (b),  compensation of resident  employees  by non-resident  employers 
appears among  uses in the aooount  current transactions of the  rest 
of the world 
- item (o),  compensation  of non-resident  employees  by  resident  employers 
appears among  resources in the account  current transactions of the 
rest of the world. 
( - 116  -
5·  Occupied population 
Definition:  The  occupied population covers all persons  engaged in 
some  activity regarded as productive  (for national 
accounting  purposes~ whether these persons are 
civilians or military personnel  (1). 
The  occupied population covers the following  categories of personsa 
- wage  and salary earners 
- self-employed persons 
- unpaid  family workers 
- the armed  forces. 
(a)  wage  and salary earners are defined as all persons above 
a  certain age who,  during the relevant  period,  have  worked  for 
a  public or private employer and  been paid a  wage,  salary or 
equivalent  remuneration in return; 
(b)  self-employed persons are defined as  employers  and persons 
working  on their own  account,  provided they are not also in 
paid employment  which  constitutes their principal activity. 
In the latter case,  they are classified under  (a); 
(o)  unpaid  family workers are those who  regularly help to run an 
agricultural  establishment  or other business,  provided they 
are not  also in paid employment  which  constitutes their 
principal activity.  In the latter case,  they are classified 
under  (a); 
(d)  the armed  forces,  which  include: 
-military personnel,  whose  origin is the territory,  drawn 
from  the total available labour force,  and who  are on active 
service in the armed  forces  during the period under 
consideration,  wherever they are stationed and whatever 
their status 
mobile police units and armed patrols of frontier guards 
who  receive taotioal training,  are equipped like military 
forces  and are placed under military command. 
(1)  With  the  exception of conscripts,  this definition corresponds 
to that used by the SOEO  for its enquiries  concerning the labour 
force. - "'t1'i  -
The  armed  forces  do  not  include: 
- security forces - other than those  just mentioned under the 
second  item of 2(d)  - who  remain in civil employment 
- reservists who  are recalled for a  period of training of less 
than a.  month  and who  continue to be  classified as being in 
civilian employment  according to their previous status. 
The  results of the activity of producer units  can only be 
compared  with the volume  of the occupied population if the latter, 
as defined above,  includes both the residents and the non-residents 
who  work  for resident producer units:  this is what  ie meant  by the 
concept  of the domestic  occupied population. 
This  includes the following  items: 
- foreign frontier workers,  namely  persona  who  oross the border 
each  day to engage  in work  in the  country 
- foreign seasonal workers,  namely  persons  who  move  into the 
country and  stay there for less than one  year in order to work 
in sectors which  periodically require additional  labour 
- members  of the country's armed  forces  stationed in the rest  of 
the world 
- national personnel of national scientific bases located outside 
the geographic territory of the  oountry 
- nationals  on the staff of diplomatic missions abroad 
- members  of the crews  of fishing boats,  other ships, aircraft and 
floating platforms operated by resident units 
local  employees  of general government  bodies situated outside 
the country. (. 
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On  the other hand,  the following are excluded from  the oonoept 
of the domestic  occupied population: 
nationals who  are frontier workers  or seasonal workers,  namely 
nationals who  are engaged in work  in another country 
nationals  who  are members  of the crews  of fishing boats,  other 
ships, aircraft and floating platforms operated by non-resident 
units 
local  employees  of bodies  of foreign governments  situated on the 
geographic territory of the country 
the personnel  of the institutions of the European Communities 
and  international organizations si  tua.ted on the geographic 
territory of the country 
members  of the armed  forces working with the international 
military organizations situated on the geographic territory 
of the country 
nationals working in foreign scientific bases  located in the 
country. 
The  concept  of the domestic  occupied population is thus different 
from  the  concept  generally used in employment  statistics.  The 
latter,  which  is called national as distinct  from  domestic,  covers 
persons who  are resident  in the legal sense.  In contrast to the 
concept  of the domestic  oooupied population the national  oonoept 
- includes in addition residents working for non-resident 
producer units 
- excludes non-residents working for resident  producer units. 
In order to be able to make  the transition to  concepts used in 
the labour force statistics (the civil occupied population on a 
national basis),  the ESA  provides for the following  items to be 
shown  separately at the bottom of Table  5• 
1. the armed  forces  (not  included in the labour force statistics 
but  included in the ESA  under general government  services) 
2.  residents working for non-resident  produc~r units  (included in 
labour force statistics but  not  included in the ESA) 
• -------·--------·------- -·4- ----·- -- -·~---n-- ...._ __ ------· ---------------• 
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3.  non-residents working with resident producer units  {not  included 
in the labour force statistics but  included in the ESA). 
As  the levels to which  the figures  of occupied population refer 
represent annual  figures they should be  based on the mean  occupied 
population over the course of the year.  When  enquiries are 
conducted at several times  during the course of the year,  the 
figure  taken  is the average of the results obtained on these 
various dates. 
When  the mean  oooupied population is estimated on the basis of 
a  single annual  enquiry,  the results should be adjusted to take 
a.ooo~ of the fact that oertain people do  not  work  throughout  the 
whole  year  (for example,  occasional and/or seasonal workers)  (1). 
6.  Wage  and  salary earners 
Definition:  Wage  and  salary earners  consist  of persons who  work 
for an employer,  whether public or private,  and who 
receive  compensation in the form  of wages,  salaries, 
fees,  gratuities,  payment  by  results or payment  in 
kind. 
The  following categories are inoludeds 
- persons,  workers,  employees,  personnel,  domestic staff engaged  by 
employer  under  oontraot  of service  (2) 
...  civil servants and  other government  employees  engaged under  some 
legal  oontraot  of service 
- the armed  forces,  consisting of those who  have  enlisted for both 
long and  short  engagements  and  also  conscripts 
- ministers of religion,  if they are paid directly by  general 
government  or a  private non-profit institution. 
(1)  Thus,  for example,  a  person who  has worked  for only three months 
of the year should be  counted as i·  of an occupied ·person.  On  the 
other hand,  a  person who  does  part-time work  throughout the year 
is counted as one  occupied person. 
(2)  In the countries of the Community,  members  of a  company's  board 
of directors are not,  as  suoh,  considered to be  salary earners. - 120 -
For wage  and  salary earners,  both their mean  employment  figure 
and the number  of hours worked are recorded in the ESA. 
(a)  mean  employment  represents the average number  of wage  and  salary 
earners who  have worked  during the year. 
When  enquiries are made  at several times during the course of 
the year,  the figure taken is the average of the results 
obtained on the various dates.  When  mean  employment  is 
estimated on the basis of a  single enquiry during the year, 
the results should be adjusted to take account  of the fact 
that  some  people do  not  work  as wage  and salary earners 
throughout  the whole  year;  for  example,  occasional and/or 
seasonal workers  (1). 
(b)  the number  of hours worked  represents the amount  of work 
actually carried out  to obtain a  certain output. 
In accordance with the norms  established by the International 
Labour Office,  hours  of work  actually carried out  cover: 
{a)  hours actually worked  during normal  working hours 
(b)  hours  worked  in addition to those worked  during normal 
working hours 
(c)  time which  is spent at the place of work  on tasks such as 
preparing the site, repair  and maintenance work,  the preparation 
and  cleaning of tools,  and the  making out  of receipts,  the  invoices, 
records of the  length of time  worked  and  other reports 
(d)  idle time  spent at the place of work  because,  for example,  of 
temporary laOk  of workt  the breakdown of machinery or aooidents 
(e)  time  spent at the plaoe of work  in short rest periods, 
including refreshment breaks. 
(1)  Thus,  for  example,  a  peraon~who has worked  for only three months 
of the year should be  counted as t  of an employed person.  On 
the other hand,  a  person who  does  part~time work  throughout  the 
year is counted as one  employed person. ----~------------ ···-~·---·-·-·---··-··· ... _  ... --. 
- 121  -
On  the other hand,  hours of work  actually oarried out  do  not 
include: 
(a)  hours which  are paid but  not worked,  such  as annual holidays 
with pay,  public holidays with pay,  or sick-leave with pay 
(b)  breaks for meals 
(c)  time  spent travelling from  home  to the place of work,  and 
vice versa. 
1•  Gross  domestic product at market  prices 
Gross  domestic product at market  prices represents the final 
result of the production activity of resident  producer units. 
It corresponds to the economy's  total output  of goods  and  services 
less intermediate consumption and plus taxes linked to imports. 
Gross  domestic product at market  prices is equal to the  sum  of 
gross value added at market  prices for all the different branches, 
plus taxes linked to  imports. 
It i.s  also equal to the sum  of gross value added at market  prices 
for all the different sectors,  less the intermediate consumption 
of banking services· whioh  is not  allocated by sector. 
By  deducting the consumption of fixed capital from  gross  domestic 
product at  ~arket prices,  net  domestic product at market  prices 
(N  11)  is obtained. 
The  ESA  does  not  show  gross  (or net)  national product at market 
prices as an aotual aggregate of the system.  liowever,  this can 
always  be  calculated by adding to gross  (or net)  domestic product 
at market  prices the compensation of employees  and the property and 
entrepreneurial  income  received from  the rest of the world and  by 
ded~oting the corresponding flows  paid to the rest of the world. 
* 
*  * - 122  -
The  development  of the economic  parameters described above  for the 
period 1962/1976  (1)  is shown  in the following tables: 
General  government  (S  60) 
Table  1: 
Table 2: 
Table  3: 
Table 4: 
Table 5: 
Table  6: 
Wage  and  salary earners in general government  (S  60). 
Compensation of employees  in general government  (S  60). 
National  currencies.  Inclusive figures. 
Compensation of employees  in general government  (S  60). 
National  currencies.  Per employee. 
Compensation of employees  in general  government  (S  60) 
in real terms.  Per  employee• 
Compensation of employees  in general government  (S  60) 
in real terms.  Per  employee.  Index• 
Compensation of  employees  in general government  (S  60) 
in real terms.  Per  employee.  Annual  rates of increase. 
Central government  (S  61) 
Table 7:  Wage  and salary earners in central government  (S  61). 
Table 8:  Compensation of employees  in central government  (S  61). 
National  currencies.  Inclusive figures. 
Table 9:  Compensation of employees  in central government  (S  61). 
National currencies.  Per employee. 
Table  10:  Compensation of employees  in central government  (S  61) 
in real terms.  Per employee. 
Table  11s  Compensation of employees  in central government  {S  61) 
in real terms.  Per  employee.  Index. 
Table  12:  Compensation of employees  in central government  (s 61) 
in real terms.  Per  employee.  Annual  rates of increase. 
Gross  domestic product 
Table  13:  Gross  domestic product at market  prices  (N  1).  Volume 
indices.  Per employed  person. 
Table  14s  Gross  domestic product at market  prices  (N  1).  Annual 
rates of increase in volume.  Per employed person. 
/ 
(1)  The  tables are taken directly from  CHONOS  and for reasons of 
convenience give retrospective statistical series. --·--:-- ~- ~---.-- -~---;--------- -~---- ~~·--------
- 123-
Compensation  of  employee~: 
Table  15:  Compensation  of employees  (R  1B).  National  currencies. 
Per employee. 
Table  16:  Compensation  of employees  (R  1B).  In real terms. 
Per employee. 
Table  17:  Compensation  of employees  (R  1B)  in real terms.  Per 
employee.  Index. 
Table  181  Compensation  of employees  (R  1B)  in real terms.  Annual 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In relation to national accounting figures,  it should be  pointed out 
that the statistical sources differ 4epending whether  the.y  relate to 
the-per:bi from  1970  to  1975  or to the single year  1976. 
Figures  for  1970  to  1975  are supplied to the Statistical Office of 
the European Communi ties by the national sta-tistical departments; 
_  they are based  on  the definitions and concepts used in the European 
Aystem  of integrated economic  accounts  (ESA). 
The  aggregates  presented in this paper are to  be  published in the two 
volumes  of ESA  accounts  by  the Office {a) •  They  have been filled in 
where  necessar,y  by  estimated provided  b,y  the  Commission. 
An  exception is provided by  the series of central administration 
staffing figures,  which are not  currently provided in the answers 
by  the national departments  to the annual  ESA  questionnaires.  These 
series have  generally been worked  out with the help of those 
responsible in the Member  States.  Certain countries 
re~tlarly prepare these figures  for  their own  purposes and  the figures 
are consistent with those for wages  and salaries to which they relate. 
Other  countries publish figures of this nature in their own  national 
accounts  (United Kingdom,  Netherlands);  yet  othe~, such as Denmark, 
publish figures  in specialist publicationsandthey do  not necessarily 
relate to ESA  figures.  BY  what  is clear is that any systematic error 
in the figures  for  the denominator, while  having a  possible influence 
on  absolute remuneration levels, will not automatically  induce  errors 
in the evaluation of year to year trends. 
In the absence of statistical sources  for  Ireland,  it has  been assumed 
that central  government  staffing in the reference period represents the 
same  percentage in public  a~inistrations as wages  and salaries. 
~Jational accounts - ESA  - Aggregates for  1960  to 1975,  No  1/1976. 
National accounts - ESA- Detailed tables  1970'\o 1975,  No  2/1976. .  . .  - -·-----· 
- 143-
Estimates for  1976  are based on  economic  budgets,  in other words  on 
the simplified system of national accounting forecasts  drawn  up 
regularly along harmonized  lines by  the appropriate departments  in 
the Member  States. 
No  particular difficulty was  met  in relation to the two  general 
indicators of gross domestic  product  (GDP)  per capita of employment 
and  in aggregate gross per capita remuneration.  BUt  the economic 
budgets  give no  explicit forecasts  of staffing in central government 
departments,  so  that other national forecasts  have  had  to be used or, 
in certain cases,  it was  assumed  that  employment  in central  government 
departments would  develop in the same  way  as overall  public  employment. 
A per capita aggregate for the Community  of nine was  obtained as 
follows a 
at the numerator,  the aggregate is converted into EUR  for  each 
country using the  exchange  rates ruling in 1970;  the resulting 
.figures for all the  Nine  are then added  together; 
the figures for  employ~ent in each oountr.y  are then added at the 
denominator. 
The  result of a  division of the two  series thus gives the weighted 
average for  employment.  The  deflation of nominal  figures  for 
remuneration is carried out by  means  of the oonsumerprioe index,  also 
based on  1970.  The  selection of  1970  as the reference point  for 
exchange  rates and  pri.ces is in line with the international  oanvention 
adopted for the ESA  aeries. -------------------...;;......;;;;.;;.;;;......,;...__  __ -- --------- ---~-----~  ~----~--- -------- ----
- 144-
Comments 
Cost  of living trend 
Specific indicators 
Total emoluments  in real terms per capita in public and 
central administrations .. 
145  -
1. Following the new  method  to the letter, the Office has provided.comments 
in this part of the  repor~ on  the  joint tn4ex tor 1976  on  the various data 
which  have  been used  in calculating th• different elements of the  joint 
index for the period in question. 
It should be  pointed out that the Office's comments  are based on  the 
period 1975-76  and  therefore cannot  alw&Ts  be  generalized  • 
Moreover,  it is hardly surprising that there are some  gaps  in the statistics 
in this part of the Office's first report on  the  implementation of the nev 
method,  owing  to the fact that the necessary statistical data were  not yet 
available or that certain statistical problems still have  to be  solved by 
the Working Group  set up  to deal wi t·h  them  under the new  •thod. 
These  difficulties are outlined below. 
~· Cost  of living trend 
The  different  international and national indices did not  cause ~  problems 
and  we  have  no  remarks  to make. 
3.  ~pacific indicators 
(Trend in salaries in the Member  States' national civil services). 
National civil servants•  salaries  (gross and net) are generally given by 
categories and tor certain grades  in each categocy,  b7  eeniori  ty within the 
grade  and  b7  marital atatua  (aingle and  married with  two  children)8 
These  diatinotiona are onl7 meaningful  it the trend ot aalariea over  the 
period in consideration  real~ 4iftera aooor4tng to these criteria and - 146-
if suitable weightings were  provided. 
1ables  1 and  2 below  show  the  information provided in this connection by 
the  Member  States. 
I·t  can be  seen from  Table  1 that all countries provide weighting by 
category.  There  is also a  weighting by grade for all countries except 
France  and Denmark. 
Only one  country  (United Kingdom)  has provided weighting according to 
seniority in the grade. 
No  country has provided weighting according to marital status. 
Table  2  shows  that there are  great differences between the countries as 
regards the  number  of grades  indicated for the categories. 
For example,  the Federal Republic  of Ger~  has provided information on 
six grades  in categor,y A as against one  only for Denmark.  The  United Kingdom 
has  given eight  grades for category c,  France  only one. 
As  regards  information on  salaries,  the differences between the countries 
are not  so  great,  though,  for example,  four countries just give  minimum  and 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 - 149  -
With  these  remarks  in mind,  an overall analysis was  carried out for each 
countr,y  on  these criteria's influence  on  the classification used.  This 
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- 153  -
The  analysis shows  that though these criteria have  a  certain importance, 
it differs from  one  countey to another.  Hollever,  we  may  concJude that 
the specific indicator oould be muoh  improved  and become  more  reaningful 
if the countries supplied maximum  detailA  • 
Assessment  of the difference between the sross and net  .r~tes of these 
specific indloators 
Every year,  Member  States send detailR to thP Offi.ce of their civil 
servants' gross and net salaries.  When  pa.eAing  fro'll  p:ross  to net, up  to 
the present  time  only those deductions for tax which are usP.d  at 
national level for calculating taxable  income  have  been taken into account. 
Civil servants'  social security contributions bav·e  also been  deduot~d 
from  the gross amount. 
Bearing in mind  that in the calculation of net figures  fot·  detel"'llining 
taxable  income  over the period in question acoount  has not been  taken 
of flat-rate or individual deductions and abatements  as applied to 
individual persons or categories,  the following observations ma1  be 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 ---------- _  _..  _______  .._  _____  r~,  'l'(."'',..;j'fWiiWolllilifillij  'itiflf
1.Sffilili' llilhlliii$Uiillirll&l.1'••••==-s----•lllilllllll$  .......  .,.........,_P~'~'"">;:... 
• 
,,...  155  -
The net trend is lower than the gross ·trend in all countries apart 
from  Italy. 
Taxes and social security contribut:tor).S  have  quJ. te  a  considerable 
effect  in -the  Netherlands,  the Uni·ted Kingdom  a.nd  Denmark • 
.As  might  be  expected,  the  top salaries are usually affeote/4  more 
than the  lower sala.rj.es  (apart  from  a  few  exceptions). 
The·Offioe oaloulated the  relation between  the net portion of  salari~s 
e.nd  the gross portion  in order  to  oheok that the  informa.·tion  supplied 
by the Member  States was  consistent. 
A  furth~r oheck was  made  by  cP-loula.ti.ng  the  salary of  a.  mar:ri:ed.  civil 
servant with two  children  ln  r~le.t-t.on  to  thft  salary of a  ,~ngl" civil 
servant for each grade.  In both cases,  the Office did not  find any 
inconsistency in the figures. 
Trend of the  se,ecifi,o indicator as oom12ared_..t,o  th,e  trend of wages  and 
salaries {public  and central  administrations~ 
Point  3  of the new  method lays down  that ·the  Office  should  :i.nclude  in 
the  report  on speoifio indicators explana.-tiona  on  the differences 
between  them and the trend of total emoluments  in central adm:lnietrations. 
The  Office has already explained these ·terms  in partR  B  B.nd  0 .. 
"lhen  comparing the trend  of total emoh,menta  {public tmd  <'entral 
administrations)  with that of the speoif:to  indioa·tor ft'l:r  tbe period 1973-1976 
in the Table  below,  it should.  be bonte  in mind  that these  two  indicators 
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Without  going into too much  detail,  the  foJ.lowing  major differences should 
be  mentioned  s 
( 1 )  As  regards ata·tistios,  the  two  indicators ha:ve  been  calculated 
in completely different ways. 
(2)  The  trend of total emoluments  includes  changes  in.  structure, 
(staff numbers)  and content  (steps,  promotions,  reorgru1·:za.tion, 
individual bonuses,  various allowances,  social security contributions, 
etc.).  The  specific indicator ahows  the trend of a  statio situa:t:l.on 
where the only possible change  is the  increase  in the  salaries of 
certain categories of civil servants usea.  for the  purposes of the 
sample. 
{3)  The  total emoluments  o-over  a  calendar yearJ  the spf'('ifio  indicator 
refers to the situation on  one date  in two  auccesAi.ve years 
( Jvne-June) • 
(4}  The  total emoluments  indicator refers to a  total1  the  speoif:J.o 
indicator only covers  some  of the civil servants. 
( 5)  The  specific indicator for ·the  curren·t year is real;  the total 
emoluments indicator is only an estimate,  drawn up on the basis of 
economic  accounts used in economic policy. 
In view of these significant differences between the two  indicators, 
their respective trends  oan obviously var.y greatly. 
The  Table  shows 'that during 1975-76 the trend of the specific indicator 
is close to the trend or  total emoluments  in central a.dminiatra:tions 
betleen the year 1975  and  1976  in Germany,  France,  li:J;tly,  the Netherlands, 
Belgium and  Luxembourg,  while  itl the  Un:f.t~d Ki1.1gdom,  I~l  ~.nd and 
Denmark,  the trends of the  two  indioa:tor~J vs.ry oonoidera.uly  • The  Office would stress that w:i.th  the means  currently available, it 
cannot  provide further explanations or data on  the causes for these 
differences..  'Ibis could only be  do·ne  by means  of a  study a.nd  a 
d~tailed analysis  and would  only be possible with the cooperation of 
th~ Member  States'  experts in both fields. 
The  Office 1-rl.ll  therefore contra.ot  the  releva.n·t.  Working Party i.n. 
March  for assistance with  this task as  laid  d.own  under the new 
m«:'thod .. 
At  the  present  time  therefore  we  cannot  sa;.r  whether a  differe110g  to 
the orrler of 4 to  5%  in the trend of ·the  two  indicators,  as  :lrt  ·the 
da·ta on the United Kingdom,  Ireland and  Denmark,  ca.n  be  justified 
or not. 
Two  further comments  should. be made"  Generally speaking the trend 
of the specific indicator is lower than that of the total emoluments 
indicator,  though  there are exceptions,  as  for example  during the 
period in question,  the apacifio indicator for the Netherlands  and 
luxembourg increased mo:r.e  than.  ·the  tota.1  emolumenta  indicator  .. 
Apart  from  a  few  exceptions,  the i.ndicator rela.ti.ng to public 
administration is very  clos~ to that for  oentr~.1. administration. 
Finally,  the general  increase in.  the ·two  i.w~lcators durln.g the 
period. in question lies between 1.  7  a.nd  2 .. i  for total emoluments in 
central administration and 0.7 for thA  specific i.ndioatC'r...  Si.noe  on 
the whole the two  indioa:tore  conm.:tr,  Rno  ·t.a.ld ng into  a.oor.ml'l.t.  a.ll 
previou.Aly  mentloned  reaerva.tions,  t-re  hR-·'Il·~  vc·  rPaaon  to  ~".r'pose  1;ha.t 
either or both of tha  two  inoi  1'1a.i;org  ar~  er:ronE~t)'tlS. 
• • 
, 
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General  comments 
Having  come  to the end of its first report on the implementation of 
the new  method  and  also its comments  the Statistical Office realizes 
that there are some  gaps  in the report.  This is due  to the fact that 
some  statistical data were  not  available or not yet  available and 
because  a  number  of problems  regarding methodology have not yet been 
solved. 
We  will give some  examples  and ways  of remedying the situation, at 
least in part. 
1. First of all, the Office strongly urges the countries to send their 
figures  on  the specific indicator more  rapidly than they have  done 
in the past.  To  help the Office in its job of assessing the figures 
supplied,  all countries should send comments  with their figures on 
the trend in their country regarding salary increases. 
2.  The  specific indicator oan sti  11  be  improved,  particularly by 
extending the field of the survey  {more  grades,  more  steps) and  by 
providing, if possible, better and  more  complete weightings. 
3•  The  Office  c~  only make  a  valid assessment  concerning the 
difference between the gross and net  rates of the specific 
indicators if the Working  Party solves the methodological 
problema  involved in the new  method. 
It should also be pointed out that despite the provisions laid 
down  in the new  method  (point  2(o)), it is almost  impossible to 
assess the difference between the gross and net  rates of the 
specific indicators on the basis of national budgetar,y data and 
national aooounts. -- -· ---------- _, ___ .. ~ 
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4•  As  already mentioned,  the Office cannot  - at  least  in the short 
term - include  in its report  on the specific indicldor  s  explar1 ,:t. ions 
nnd  figures  on the differences betwee·n  them  and.  the  trend. of t·Ji  .. a.l 
emoluments  especially a,s  the period in q  ..  -~stion is still in prqgrese. 
Estimating the trend of total  emol~ents, which are part of bu~t 
forecasts,  is an extremely complicated operation.  Fbr statistical 
end methodological  reasons therefore,  comparison between  theeP.  two 
indicators of the trend in salaries for a  preceding period. wcmld 
be  more  meaningful  than for the present period  ... 
We  would at least be  sure that we  were  comparing true statistical 
data drawn  up  on  the basis of common  rules. 
Nevertheless,  the Office will of course continue its  reaea1~h and 
hopes  that,  with the cooperation of the na.tional  experts in thi.s 
field,  it will find ways  to  ov~roome these outstanding stati.stical 
and methodological  problems.  · 
• 
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